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Abstract
A general analysis is performed on the dimension-six operators mixing an almost hidden Z′
to the Standard Model (SM), when the Z′ communicates with the SM via heavy mediators.
These are fermions charged under both Z′ and the SM, while all SM fermions are neutral under
Z′. We classify the operators as a function of the gauge anomalies behaviour of mediators and
explicitly compute the dimension-six operators coupling Z′ to gluons, generated at one-loop by
chiral but anomaly-free, sets of fermion mediators. We prove that only one operator contribute
to the couplings between Z′ charged matter and on-shell gluons. We then make a complete
phenomenological analysis of the scenario where the lightest fermion charged under Z′ is the dark
matter candidate. Combining results from WMAP/PLANCK data, mono-jet searches at LHC,
and direct/indirect dark matter detections restrict considerably the allowed parameter space.
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1 Introduction and Conclusions
New abelian gauge symmetries are arguably the simplest extensions of the Standard Model (SM) (for
a recent review, see [1]) . If SM fermions are charged under a new abelian U(1)X , its couplings are
strongly constrained by direct searches and especially by FCNC processes. The simplest and widely
studied possibility in the literature is when SM fermions have flavor-independent charges. Most
popular examples in this class are B − L or linear combinations α(B − L) + βY . They are actually
the only family-independent, anomaly-free gauged symmetries commuting with the SM gauge group
in case where there are no new fermions beyond the ones of the SM. Family-dependent anomaly-free
models with no extra fermions were also extensively studied1. In all such cases, the Z ′ should be
heavy enough to escape detection, at least in the multi-TeV range. There is also a large literature on
light U(1)’s of string or field theory origin with anomaly cancellation a la Green-Schwarz [3, 4, 5, 6],
with low-energy anomalies canceled by axionic couplings and generalized Chern-Simons terms, or in
other models with Stueckelberg realization of Z ′ [7].
A radically different option is to have no SM fermions charged under Z ′. This is a relatively natural
framework in string theory with D-branes. But it is also natural from a field theory viewpoint,
with additional heavy fermions ΨL,R, called “mediators” in what follows, which mediate effective
interactions, described by the dimension-four kinetic mixing and higher-dimensional operators between
the Z ′ and the SM sector [8]. If one wants mediators parametrically heavier than the electroweak
scale (say in the TeV range), we need, in addition to possible SM Higgs contributions, an additional
source to their mass. A purely Dirac mass is of course a simple viable option. However as argued in
[8], because of the Furry theorem, the only low-dimensional induced effective operator is the kinetic
mixing, whereas the next higher-dimensional ones are of dimension eight. Throughout our paper,
we consider the kinetic mixing to be small enough. If we are interested in Z ′ couplings to gluons,
this can be achieved for example by having colored mediators with no hypercharge. In this case, the
main couplings between the “hidden” Z ′ and the SM are generated by higher-dimensional effective
operators (hdo’s), the lowest relevant ones being of dimension six. However, we will show that in the
parameter space allowed by the PLANCK/WMAP data, the phenomenological consequences induced
by the presence of a kinetic mixing allowed by various constraints are negligible. The simplest and
natural option to obtain dimension-six effective operators is to generate the mediator masses by the
1For recent updates on phenomenological and experimental constraints on such models, see e.g. [2].
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vev of the scalar field φ breaking spontaneously the Z ′ gauge symmetry. The corresponding induced
mediator masses, called generically M in what follows, determine the mass scale of the hdo’s and also
the UV cutoff of the effective theory. There could also be contributions to their mass from the SM
Higgs field m ∼ λ〈H〉 = λv, which are considered to be smaller, such that we can expand in powers
of v/M and obtain operators invariant under the SM gauge group. Such a framework was already
investigated in [8, 9] from the viewpoint of the effective couplings of Z ′ to electroweak gauge bosons.
The potential implications to dark matter, considered to be the lightest fermion in the dark sector
was also investigated, with the outcome that a monochromatic gamma ray line from the dark matter
annihilation is potentially observable. The potential existence of a signal in the FERMI data was
largely discussed in the recent literature [11] and will not be discussed further here.
In this paper we extend the previous works by allowing the mediators to be colored and therefore
the Z ′ to couple to gluons. We restrict ourselves throughout the paper to CP even couplings for
simplicity. These couplings are more restricted by symmetries than the ones to the electroweak
gauge bosons and their presence change significantly the phenomenology of such models. Whereas at
dimension-six order four such operators are possible, only two of them are induced by heavy fermion
mediators loops. Moreover, only one operator contributes to amplitudes in which at least one of the
gluons is on-shell, as will be the case throughout our paper. We analyze in detail the corresponding
phenomenology from the viewpoint of the dark matter relic abundance, direct and indirect dark matter
detection and LHC constraints. Allowing couplings to gluons and at the same time to electroweak
gauge bosons does not change significantly the phenomenology of the Z ′ compared to the case where
only couplings to gluons are allowed. One interesting conceptual difference is that, whereas the Z ′
couplings to gluons and photons vanish for an on-shell Z ′ due to the Landau-Yang theorem [37], the
couplings to the electroweak gauge bosons ZZ,Zγ do not vanish; they lead on the contrary to an
enhancement close to the Z ′ pole. Another interesting result is that, unlike the case of kinetic mixing,
the dark matter annihilation into gluons induced by virtual Z ′ exchange can give correct relic density
for heavy dark matter and Z ′ masses, well above the electroweak scale. Since our interest here is
to have complementary constraints from dark matter searches and LHC, we nonetheless confine our
analysis to masses below than or of the order TeV in what follows.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic formalism we will use, which
is Stueckelberg realization of Z ′ symmetry. It contains the list of the lowest dimensional effective
operators generated by integrating-out heavy fermionic mediators, their classification depending on
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the nature of messenger masses and charges and the explicit loop computation of the Z ′ couplings to
gluons. Section 3 deals with the consequences of the model for dark matter generation in the Early
Universe, focusing on the annihilation to a gluon pair. Section 4 contains the various phenomenologi-
cal constraints coming from the unique Z ′ coupling to gluons generated at one-loop by heavy colored
mediators. Section 5 contains the re-analysis of the various constraints when Z ′ couplings to elec-
troweak gauge bosons are also added. Appendices contain more details about the gauge independence
of the Z ′ mediated hidden-sector-SM couplings, the effective operator couplings Z ′ to gluons induced
by heavy mediator loops and the complete cross-sections of the s- and t-channel annihilation of the
dark matter.
2 Z ′, heavy fermion mediators and effective operators
The effective lagrangian generated by loops of heavy mediators is generically invariant under SM
and has a non-linear (Stueckelberg) realization for Z ′, for the following reason. If the mediator
masses are invariant under both the SM and the Z ′ gauge symmetry, the induced operators would
be gauge invariant in the usual sense. If the mediator masses are however generated by the breaking
of U(1)X , in the broken phase below the mass of the heavy Higgs φ breaking U(1)X , the symmetry
is still present but realized a la Stueckelberg. Indeed, in the limit where φ is much heavier than
the Z ′, in the effective theory we keep only the axionic component of the original Z ′ Higgs field
Φ = V+φ√
2
exp(iaX/V ) → V√2 exp(iaX/V ). We define the dimensionless axion θX =
aX
V in what
follows. The axion transforms non-linearly under U(1) transformations
δZ ′µ = ∂µα , δθX =
gX
2
α . (2.1)
The exact lagrangian, describing all the microscopic physics, including the mediator fields ΨL,R,
is then of the form
L = LSM + Ψ¯iL
(
iγµ∂µ +
gX
2
XiLγ
µZ ′µ
)
ΨiL + Ψ¯
i
R
(
iγµ∂µ +
gX
2
XiRγ
µZ ′µ
)
ΨiR
−
(
Ψ¯iLMije
iaX (X
i
L−X
j
R
)
V ΨiR + h.c.
)
+
1
2
(∂µaX −MZ′Z ′µ)2 −
1
4
FXµνF
X µν (2.2)
where LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian and where MZ′ = gXV/2. This lagrangian is indeed
invariant under (2.1), with non-linear shifts of the axion aX crucial for restauring gauge invariance. If
the original high-energy lagrangian is anomaly-free and the SM fermions are neutral under Z ′, then
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the mediators have to form an anomaly-free set. We are considering this class of models in most of this
paper. In this case, the induced effective operators are gauge invariant a la Stueckelberg. Throughout
the paper we restrict ourselves to CP even operators for simplicity. In the case where the mediators
are not an anomaly-free set, then either low-energy fermions have to be charged under Z ′, or there
are axionic couplings and GCS terms in order to cancel anomalies2. For notational convenience we
define:
DµθX ≡ ∂µθX − gX
2
Z ′µ , F˜µν ≡
1
2
µνρσF
ρσ ,
T r(FG) ≡ Tr[FµνGµν ] , T r(EFG) ≡ Tr[E λµ FλνGνµ] , (2.3)
where Tr takes into account a possible trace over non-abelian indices. In summary, there are three
distinct possibilities:
i) The mediators are completely non-chiral, i.e. vector-like both respect to the SM and U(1)X . In
this case, there are no dimension-six induced operators, since the only one that can be potentially
written, T r(FXFSM F˜SM ) vanishes exactly as shown in the Appendix.
ii) The mediators form an anomaly-free set, but are chiral with respect to U(1)X and vector-like with
respect to the SM. The induced dimension-six operators in this case are
L(6)CP even =
1
M2
{
dg∂
µDµθXT r(GG˜) + d′g∂µDνθXTr(GµρG˜ρν)
+ egD
µθXTr(GνρDµG˜ρν) + e′gDµθXTr(GανDνG˜µα)
}
+
+
1
M2
{
DµθX
[
i(DνH)†(c1F˜Yµν + 2c2F˜
W
µν )H + h.c.
]
+ ∂mDmθX(d1T r(FY F˜Y ) + 2d2T r(FW F˜W )) + d′ew∂µDνθXTr(FµρF˜ ρν )
+ eewD
µθXTr(FνρDµF˜ ρν) + e′ewDµθXTr(FανDν F˜µα)
}
, (2.4)
where DµGαβ denotes the gluon covariant derivative, in components
DµGaαβ = ∂µGaαβ + gfabcGbµGcαβ . (2.5)
The last three terms in (2.4) refer to all electroweak gauge bosons.
iii) The mediators do not form an anomaly-free set. It means that some low-energy fermions have to
be charged in order to compensate the resulting anomaly. The induced dimension-six operators in this
2A general field-theoretical analysis with computation of these couplings and analysis of anomalies cancellation can
be found in [4].
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case are not gauge invariant, but include axionic couplings and eventually GCS terms, schematically
of the form
L = CXij
aX
V
T r(F iF˜ j) + Eij,kµνρσAiµAjνF kρσ . (2.6)
This case was studied from various perspectives in the past [4, 12] and will not be considered anymore
here.
In all cases, there is potentially a kinetic mixing term [13]
δ
2
FµνX F
Y
µν . (2.7)
Mediators generate at one-loop δ ∼ gXg′16pi2
∑
iXiYi ln
Λ2
M2i
, where Xi, Yi are the mediators charges to
U(1)X and U(1)Y , respectively. If δ has its natural one-loop value, then its effects are more important
than most of the ones we will discuss in what follows. This is the most plausible case and was
investigated in many details within the last years. In what follows, we will place ourselves in the
mostly ‘orthogonal’ case in which δ is small enough such that its effects are subleading compared to the
dimension-six operators. This is the case, for example, if messengers are in complete representations
of a non-abelian gauge group (GUT groups are of course the best such candidates), or if the mediators
have no hypercharge.
Then, at low energy, the mediators being integrated out give rise to a new effective lagrangian
Leff = L1(ψDM, Z ′µ) + L2(ASMµ ) + Lmix(Z ′µ, ASMµ ) , (2.8)
where L2 and L1 represent the new effective operators generated separately in the SM gauge sector
and Z ′ one, whereas in Lmix we collect all the induced terms mixing Z ′ with the Standard Model.
Notice that L1 also contains the DM particle (i.e. the lightest mediator) which is not integrated out.
The mediators mass matrix has the symbolic form
Mij = λijV + hijv , (2.9)
where V is the vev breaking the Z ′ gauge group U(1)X and v is the electroweak vev. If the heavy
Higgs φ has a charge 1, then the renormalizable Yukawas (2.9) exist provided
λij 6= 0 (and hij = 0) if XiL −XiR = ±1 , hij 6= 0 (and λij = 0) if XiL −XiR = 0 . (2.10)
Since none of our results in what follows depend on the assumption that the heavy fermions masses
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arise through renormalizable interactions, in the rest of the paper we include the more general case
where these masses arise from arbitrary Yukawas of type
λijΛ(V/Λ)
|XiL−XjR|Ψ¯iLΨ
j
R + h.c
where Λ is an UV cut off, such that |XiL −XjR| > 1 corresponds to non-renormalizable interactions.
For phenomenological applications, we consider here a model in which the dark matter is represented
by the lightest stable fermion ψDM charged under Z ′ and uncharged under SM (the mass of dark
matter will be denoted by mψ in what follows). The mediators ΨL,R are considered to be heavy
enough so that they have not been discovered yet in colliders. They can be integrated out so that we
have to deal with effective operators, including new parameters. At the one-loop perturbative level,
mediators generate only Z ′ couplings to the SM gauge fields and the SM Higgs as represented in Fig.
1 in the case of Z ′ coupling to gluons. Indeed, in the absence of kinetic mixing, one-loop couplings to
SM fermions can be generated only if there are Yukawa couplings mixing mediators with SM fermions.
We forbid such couplings in what follows. One (clearly not unique) way of achieving this is by defining
a Z2 parity, under which all mediator fields are odd and all SM fields are even.
In what follows we work in the unitary gauge where the axion is set to zero θX = 0. As usual, gauge
invariance allows to work in any gauge. In the Appendix we discuss the issue of gauge independence
in more details.
Figure 1: When heavy fermions are integrated out, they generate dimension-six effective operators of
strength dg/M
2.
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2.1 Effective action from heavy fermion loops: coupling to gluons
In the case of exact CP invariance that we restrict for simplicity, the three-point gauge boson amplitude
can be generally be written as [4]
Γµνρ = µνρα(A1k1α +A2k2α) +[
µναβ(B1k
ρ
1 +B2k
ρ
2) + 
µραβ(B3k
ν
1 +B4k
ν
2 )
]
k1αk2β , (2.11)
where Ai, Bi are Lorentz-invariant functions of the external momenta ki. The functions Ai which en-
code the generalized Chern-Simon terms (GCS) [4] are superficially logarithmically divergent, whereas
the functions Bi are UV finite. However, Ai are determined in terms of Bi by using the Ward identities,
which in the case where the heavy fermions form an anomaly-free set, are given by
kν1 Γµνρ = 0 → A2 = B3k21 +B4k1k2 ,
kρ2Γµνρ = 0 → A1 = B2k22 +B1k1k2 ,
−(k1 + k2)µΓµνρ = (A1 −A2) νραβkα1 kβ2 6= 0 . (2.12)
The violation of the Z ′ current conservation may seem surprising. It encodes actually the fact that
one generates dimension-six operators, for which gauge invariance is realized a` la Stueckelberg and
indeed in the Appendix B it will be shown explicitly that A1 6= A2. There are several contributions
to Γµνρ. The first is the triangle loop diagram with no chirality flip/mass insertions, given by
Γ(1)µνρ =
∑
i
tiaa
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
Tr
[
/p+ /k2
(p+ k2)2 −M2i
γρ
/p
p2 −M2i
γν
/p− /k1
(p− k1)2 −M2i
γµγ5
]
. (2.13)
where tiaa = Tr(XiT
aT a). As shown in the Appendix B by using Ward identities, computing this
diagram is enough in order to find the full amplitude. The final result for the Z ′ couplings and the
details of the computation are described in the Appendix B. After symmetrization among the two
gluon legs, one finds
ΓOµνρ = −
∑
i
itiaa,L−R
12pi2M2i
{[2(k1 +k2)µνραβ−k1ρµναβ−k2νρµαβ ]kα1 kβ2 +µνραk1k2(k2−k1)α} , (2.14)
where tiaa,L−R = Tr((XL − XR)T aT a)i. The corresponding dimension-six operator for the triangle
diagram represented in Fig. 2 is then
O = g
2
3
24pi2
∑
i
Tr
(
(XL −XR)TaTa
M2
)
i
[
∂µDµθXT r(GG˜)− 2DµθXTr(GανDνG˜µα)
]
, (2.15)
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where g3 is the QCD strong coupling.
Figure 2: Integration of heavy fermions in a triangle diagram.
On the other hand, by using the identities (C.3) in Appendix C, it can be shown that the antisym-
metric part of the amplitude in the gluonic legs is zero, which is consistent with the fact that there is
no possible dimension-six operator mixing Z ′ to gluons, that is antisymmetric in the gluon fields. As
a byproduct, we also find that the heavy mediators we are considering do not induce operators of the
type
1
M2
Tr(Gµν [G
νλ, G˜µλ]) , (2.16)
that are completely antisymmetric in the three gluon fields , and similar operators for electroweak
gauge fields. This means that there are no constraints from purely SM dimension-six operators induced
in this setup and all the phenomenological constraints come from the mixing of Z ′ with SM fields.
2.2 “Anomalous” Z ′
Until now we have made the important assumption that no SM fermion is charged under Z ′ and the
only couplings arise through gauge-invariant higher-dimensional operators generated by integrating
out heavy fermions forming an anomaly-free set. A more subtle option, in the spirit of [4, 6, 8, 9] is to
integrate-out a set of heavy fermions which do contribute to gauge anomalies. In this case there are
non-decoupling effects leading to axionic couplings and eventually generalized Chern-Simons terms.
Let us consider two simple examples in order to exemplify the main points.
i) Example with no colour anomalies
Field QL3 tR bR
Z ′charge 1 1 1
In this case, after defining the anomaly coefficients Ca = Tr(XT
2
a )L−R and CX = Tr(X
2Y )L−R, the
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low-energy effective theory has the following mixed anomalies:
U(1)XSU(3)
2 : C3 =
1
2
× (2− 1− 1) = 0 ,
U(1)XSU(2)
2 : C2 =
1
2
× 3 ,
U(1)XU(1)
2
Y : C1 = 6×
1
9
− 3× (16
9
+
4
9
) = −6 ,
U(1)2XU(1)Y : CX = 6×
1
3
− 3× 4
3
+ 3× 2
3
= 0 . (2.17)
i) Example with colour anomalies
Field QL3 tR bR
Z ′charge 1 1 0
In this case, the low-energy effective theory has the following anomalies:
U(1)XSU(3)
2 : C3 =
1
2
× (2− 1) = 1
2
,
U(1)XSU(2)
2 : C2 =
1
2
× 3 ,
U(1)XU(1)
2
Y : C1 = 6×
1
9
− 3× 16
9
= −14
3
,
U(1)2XU(1)Y : CX = 6×
1
3
− 3× 4
3
= −2 . (2.18)
In such examples, the heavy-fermion spectrum has to exactly cancel the low-energy gauge anoma-
lies. In the decoupling limit there is an axionic coupling with a coefficient exactly determined by the
low-energy induced anomalies
Lax = aX(x)
16pi2V
[∑
a
(Cag
2
a 
µνρσF aµνF
a
ρσ) + CX gXg
′µνρσFXµνF
Y
ρσ
]
. (2.19)
As shown in the Appendix B, we can also capture the effect of these axionic couplings in the unitary
gauge, where the axionic effect is encoded in the particular high-energy behaviour of the anomalous
three gauge boson amplitude with light fermions in the loop. This is strictly speaking true in the
large (infinite) mass limit of heavy fermions. For finite mass, there are corrections and the low-energy
description in the unitary gauge with three-gauge anomalous couplings is corrected by finite mass
effects.
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3 Dark Matter Annihilation to gluons
We start by first discussing the Z ′ couplings to gluons. The CP and gauge invariant dimension-six
operators coupling Z ′ and the gluons are given by
LCP even = 1
M2
{
dg∂
µDµθXT r(GG˜) + d′g∂µDνθXTr(GµρG˜ρν)
+ egD
µθXTr(GνρDµG˜ρν) + e′gDµθXTr(GανDνG˜µα)
}
. (3.1)
Due to the fact that at one-loop only the operators with coeff. dg and e
′
g are generated and only the
first one contributes to the amplitude with on-shell gluons, we consider only dg in what follows and
disregard the effects of the other operators in (3.1).
The dark matter couples minimally to the Z ′ boson as:
ψ¯DML
gX
2
XDML γ
µZ ′µψ
DM
L + ψ¯
DM
R
gX
2
XDMR γ
µZ ′µψ
DM
R , (3.2)
which provides us two ways of annihilating dark matter into gluons. The first one is an s-channel pro-
duction of a Z ′ boson decaying into a pair of gluons. The second one is a t-channel process, leading to
two Z ′ bosons, which will mostly decay into gluons. The associated Feynman diagrams are presented
in Fig.3.
Figure 3: Gluon pair production via two different processes, that are the s-channel (a) and the t-channel
Z ′ pair production (b), that decay subsequently into two gluons each.
In the unitary gauge, the Z ′-gluon-gluon vertex coming from the operator dg is
dg
M2
{
gX∂
mZ ′m
µνρσ∂µG
A
ν ∂ρG
A
σ
}
, (3.3)
where the coeff. dg was redefined compared to (3.1) in a convenient way for our purposes.
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The propagator of the vector boson Z ′ in the unitary gauge is
∆(q) = −i
ηµν − qµqνM2
Z′
q2 −M2Z′ + iMZ′Γ(Z ′)
, (3.4)
For dark matter fermions of mass smaller than MZ′/2, the main contribution to the Z
′ width
Γ(Z ′) is Γ(Z ′ → ψDMψDM ), which is computed to be
Γ(Z ′) =
g2X
384piM2Z′
[
(X2L +X
2
R)M
2
Z′ − (X2L +X2R − 6XRXL)m2ψ
]√
M2Z′ − 4m2ψ . (3.5)
For heavier masses of dark matter, one has to consider the Z ′ decay width into gluons and SU(2)
gauge bosons. However, it can be readily checked that the detailed values of these widths do not
influence much the results in what follows3.
3.1 The s-channel dark matter-gluons cross-section
3.1.1 Vector-coupling case
In the case of a vector-like coupling of DM fermion to Z ′ boson, one obtains the interaction lagrangian
Lint = ψ¯DM gX
2
XDMγµZ ′µψ
DM , where XDM ≡ XDMR = XDML . (3.6)
Now we can perform the tree-level diagram cross section. We find that the amplitude vanishesM = 0
and therefore the dg-term does not contribute to the final cross section at all. The reason is that, due
to the effective coupling of the form dg∂
mZ ′mT r(GG˜), the vertex Z ′ψDMψDM gets multiplied by the
virtual momentum and is of the form
qµv¯(p2)γµu(p1) = v¯(p2)(/p2 + /p1)u(p1) = 0 , (3.7)
after using Dirac equation for the spinors describing the wavefunctions of the dark matter fermions.
3Indeed, we will see in what follows that the cross section of dark matter annihilation into gluons is suppressed for
an invariant mass
√
s approaching MZ′ , as a consequence of the Landau-Yang theorem [37]. In the non-relativistic
approximation, this happens in the energy region closed to s ' 4m2ψ+m2ψv2rel > 4m2ψ . The suppression therefore occurs
for a mass mψ significantly lower than MZ′/2, where the decay width is essentially that of decay into two dark matter
particles.
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3.1.2 Axial-vector couplings case
In the general case we get also an axial-vector coupling in addition to the vector one
Lint = gX
2
(
XDMR +X
DM
L
2
)
ψ¯DMγµZ ′µψ
DM +
gX
2
(
XDMR −XDML
2
)
ψ¯DMγµγ5Z
′
µψ
DM . (3.8)
One then gets, as far as the annihilation of dark matter into a gluon pair is concerned, the total
cross section
σs−channel(ψDMψDM → GG) =
d2g
M4
(−4E2 +M2Z′)2
(−4E2 +M2Z′)2 +M2Z′Γ2(Z ′)
E5g4Xm
2
ψ(XL −XR)2
piM4Z′
√
E2 −m2ψ
.
(3.9)
The cross section is suppressed for energies of order MZ′/2 due to the Landau-Yang theorem. There
is also a helicity suppression for light dark matter case, that can be easily understood by writing the
vertex Z ′ψDMψDM in this case
(XL −XR)qµv¯(p2)γµγ5u(p1) = (XL −XR)v¯(p2)(/p2γ5 − γ5/p1)u(p1) = −2mψ(XL −XR)v¯(p2)γ5u(p1),
(3.10)
after using Dirac equation.
This finally gives in the non-relativistic approximation s ' 4m2ψ + m2ψv2rel ⇔ E ' mψ
√
1 +
v2rel
4 ,
with vrel being the relative velocity between the two colliding dark matter fermions, the total cross
section
〈σv〉s−channel '
d2g
M4
g4Xm
6
ψ(XL −XR)2
piM4Z′

2
(
M2Z′ − 4m2ψ
)2
(
M2Z′Γ
2(Z ′) +
(
M2Z′ − 4m2ψ
)2)
+O
(
v2
)
(3.11)
3.2 The t-channel dark-matter decay
As mentioned earlier, we also have to consider a t-channel process, producing pairs of Z ′ bosons in
dark matter annihilation for Z ′ mass below the dark matter mass. Considering that the only non
vanishing coupling is the one in dg, each Z
′ will decay into gluons; this process will then produce gluons
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in the final state. After expanding in powers of v2, the cross-section in this case can be expressed as:
〈σv〉t−channel =
g4X
√
m2ψ −M2Z′
128pi2mψM2Z′
(
2m2ψ −M2Z′
)2 (2m4ψX4L − 4m4ψX2LX2R + 2m4ψX4R − 3m2ψM2Z′X4L
+ 10m2ψM
2
Z′X
2
LX
2
R − 3m2ψM2Z′X4R +M4Z′X4L − 6M4Z′X2LX2R +M4Z′X4R
)
+O (v2) .
(3.12)
4 Experimental constraints
A Z ′GG coupling can be tested in several laboratories, from direct detection experiments to indirect
detection, relic abundance or LHC searches. We present in the following the constraints obtained from
these different searches, before summarizing all of them at the end of the section. The reader can also
find a nice recent complementary analysis of gluonic effective couplings to dark matter in [16].
4.1 Relic abundance
Recently, PLANCK collaboration released its latest results concerning the composition of the Universe
[17]. It confirms the results of WMAP experiment [18] obtaining for the relic abundance of non–
baryonic matter Ωh2 = 0.1199± 0.0027 at 68% of CL. With such a level of precision, it is interesting
to know what is the effective scale M which is able to produce sufficient dark matter from the
thermal bath to respect the previous PLANCK/WMAP results. Depending on the spectrum, two
annihilation processes allow the dark matter candidate to keep thermal equlibrium with the standard
model particles of the plasma: the s–channel exchange of a Z ′ (Eq.3.11), and the t-channel production
of the Z ′ (Eq.3.12), as long as this channel is kinematically open.
Concerning the numerical analysis, we solved the Boltzmann equations by developing a code and
adapting the public software MicrOMEGAs [19] to our model. We then extracted the relic abundance
and checked that our analytical solutions (3.11-3.12) gives similar results to the numerical procedure4
at a level of 20 to 30%. We noticed in section 3.1.1 that the coupling of the dark matter should be
axial, as the vectorial part of the current coupling to Z ′µ does not gives any contribution to the process
ψDMψDM → Z ′ → GG. For simplicity, we will set charges XR = 1, XL = 2 ⇒ |XR − XL| = 1.
4Mainly because the dominant annihilations are dominated by s–wave processes and the solution 〈σv〉 ' 3 ×
10−26 cm3s−1 ' 2.5× 10−9 GeV−2 gives reasonable good approximations to the full Boltzmann system of equations.
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Figure 4: Constraints from WMAP/PLANCK (red line) and FERMI dSphs galaxies (blue line) in the (M
2
dg
,mψ) plane
for different values of gX (0.1 on the left and 1 on the right), MZ′ = 100 GeV (up) and MZ′ = 1 TeV (down). See the
text for more details.
Our results for a different set of charges are modified in a straightforward way. To keep our results as
conservative as possible, we plotted the WMAP limits 0.087 < Ωh2 < 0.138 at 5σ.
We show in Fig. 4 the parameter space allowed in the plane (M
2
dg
,mψ) for different values of MZ′ and
gX . Points above the red lines region would lead to an overpopulation of dark matter whereas points
lying below the red lines would require additional dark matter candidates to respect PLANCK/WMAP
constraints. We can notice several, interesting features from these results. First of all, we observe
that as soon as the Z ′Z ′ final state is kinematically allowed (mψ > MZ′) this annihilation channel
is the dominant one as soon as gX is sufficiently large (we checked that this happens for gX & 0.3)
and mainly independent on the dark matter mass. This is easy to understand after an inspection of
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Eq.(3.12). Indeed, in the limit mψ MZ′ , one obtains 〈σv〉Z′Z′ ' 9g
4
X
256pi2M2
Z′
. In other words, once
9 g4X
256pi2M2Z′
& 2.5× 10−9 GeV−2 → gX & 3× 10−2
√
MZ′
GeV
, (4.1)
then the t-channel process ψDMψDM → Z ′Z ′ dominates the annihilation and forbids the dark matter
to overpopulate of the Universe (Ωψh
2 . 0.138). This corresponds to gX ' 0.3 for MZ′ = 100 GeV
and gX ' 1 for MZ′ = 1 TeV, which fits pretty accurately the numerical results we obtained. This
limit also explains why the region allowed by PLANCK/WMAP is larger for MZ′ = 1 TeV: the value
gX = 1 is at the border limit for the t−channel to dominate. From Eq.(4.1) we also understand
why the Z ′Z ′ final state, even if kinematically allowed, has no influence on the limits set by the
relic abundance for gX = 0.1: the coupling is too small to give sufficient annihilation products. The
dominant process is then the s−channel Z ′ exchange (' 15% of Z ′Z ′ final state for gX = 0.1 and
MZ′ = 1 TeV.).
A different choice for the charges XL and XR has a straightforward influence on this result since it
will change an overall factor in Eq. (4.1). As an example, taking XR = 5 and XL = 6 will give
〈σv〉Z′Z′ ' 121 g
4
X
256pi2M2Z′
& 2.5× 10−9 GeV−2 → gX & 1.5× 10−2
√
MZ′
GeV
, (4.2)
implying that the t-channel will become dominant for gX ' 0.1 for MZ′ = 100 GeV and gX ' 0.4 for
MZ′ = 1 TeV. The parameter space will then be slightly enlarged.
We also notice in Fig. 4 that the region of the parameter space respecting WMAP/PLANCK data with
a dominant s−channel annihilation seems linear (in logarithmic scale). This can be easily understood;
indeed, after a glance at Eq.(3.11), one obtains 5
〈σv〉 ' d
2
g
M4
2g4X
pi
m6ψ
M4Z′
(for MZ′  mψ or MZ′  mψ) , (4.3)
which imply for constant 〈σv〉,
log
(
M2
dg
)
= 3 logmψ + const , (4.4)
which is exactly the behavior we observe in Fig.4.
5Neglecting the tiny region around the pole MZ′ = 2mψ .
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4.2 Indirect detection of dark matter
Other astrophysical constraints arise from the diffuse gamma ray produced by the dark matter annihi-
lation in the center of Milky Way [20], the galactic halo [21], the dwarf spheroidal galaxies [22] or the
radio observation of nearby galaxies like M31 [23]. Even if the authors of [23] claimed that their limits
“exceed the best up-to-day known constraints from Fermi gamma observations”, the dependence on
magnetic fields profiles and charged particles propagation in M31 medium brings some uncertainties
difficult to evaluate. The same remark is valid for the galactic center study [20] where the region of
the sky and the cut made to analyze the data depends strongly on the dark matter halo profile in
play to maximize the signal/background ratio. We will then consider the more reliable constraints
obtained by the observation of dwarf galaxies by the FERMI telescope [22]. These galaxies being
mainly composed of dark matter, the background is naturally minimized.
We show the result of our analysis in Fig.4 where the points below and on the right of the blue lines
are excluded by FERMI observations. As expected, the region below mψ . 40− 50 GeV (where the
curves from FERMI and WMAP/PLANCK cross) is in tension with FERMI limit, as hadronic final
states are the more restricted by FERMI analysis6, which seems to exclude any thermal relics below
this dark matter mass. When the Z ′Z ′ final state is allowed, the annihilation cross section ψψ → Z ′Z ′
is so large that is is almost automatically excluded by FERMI data.
4.3 Direct Detection
For direct detection purposes, one can integrate out the Z ′ gauge boson and write the corresponding
dimension-eight operator connecting the dark matter with the gluons. One gets
dg
M2M2Z′
ψ¯DMγµ
(
XR +XL
2
+
XR −XL
2
γ5
)
ψDMT r ∂µ(GG˜) . (4.5)
By using the observed CP invariance of the strong interactions, we find that the only non-vanishing rel-
evant gluonic matrix element we can write between an initial and a final nucleon state is 〈N(p)|TrGνµG˜λν |N(p′)〉 =
Aλαβµ pαp
′
β , where A is a Lorentz invariant. As a consequence,
〈N(p)|T r ∂µ(GG˜)|N(p′)〉 = 0 . (4.6)
There are therefore no constraints on this operator from direct detection experiments.
6Notice however that FERMI considers in their analysis the Z′ decays into quarks, whereas in our case it decays
into gluons.
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4.4 LHC analysis through mono-jets
The model described in previous sections can be probed at the LHC. Indeed the Z ′-gluon-gluon vertex
makes possible to produce a dark matter pair out of two protons, provided a Z ′ is produced. Typical
production channels are shown in Fig. 5, where we consider a generic process:
p p→ j ψ¯DM ψDM (4.7)
of a proton-proton collision giving rise to 1 jet, plus missing energy (EmissT ).
G
G Z ￿
ψ¯DM
ψDM
q q
G
G Z ￿
ψ¯DM
ψDM
q q
G
G
G
Z ￿
ψ¯DM
ψDM
G
G
G
Z ￿
ψ¯DM
ψDM
G
G
Z ￿
ψ¯DM
ψDM
G
q¯
q
Figure 5: Dark matter production processes at the LHC (at partonic level), in association with 1 jet:
p p→ jψ¯DMψDM.
The monojet final state was first studied using Tevatron data [24] in the framework of effective ψDM-
quark interactions of different nature. In a similar fashion, bounds to dark matter effective models
have been obtained by analyzing single-photon final states using LEP [25] and LHC [26] data. An
interesting complementarity between these two approaches has been analyzed in [27]. Since then, the
ATLAS and CMS groups have taken the mono-signal analyses as an important direction in the search
for dark matter at the LHC (see [28] and [29] for the most recent results from ATLAS and CMS,
respectively). The most important background to the dark matter signal is coming from the Standard
Model production of a Z boson decaying to a neutrino pair (Z → ν¯ν), however, in the inclusive
analysis other processes like W → `ν are considered as well. Other interesting and solid studies can
be found in [30].
In this paper we use the monojet data coming from the CMS analysis [29], which collected events using
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a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV up to an integrated luminosity of 19.5/fb. We perform the analysis
by looking at the distribution of the jet’s transverse momentum (pjetT ), taking the background analysis
given in [29] and simulating on top the signal coming from our model. For the event generation we
use CalcHEP.3.4.2 [31].
A typical histogram is shown in Fig. 6, where we have used mψ = 10 GeV, MZ′ = 100 GeV and
7
dg/M
2 = 10−6 as the model parameters.
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Figure 6: Histogram of pjetT corresponding to a particular choice of the model parameters (see text
for details). The signal is shown in orange. The background (green bars) and data (points) are taken
from the CMS analysis.
The results are shown in Fig. 7, where we show the exclusion power of the monojet analysis to the
model. We present the bounds for the quantity M2/dg as a function of the dark matter mass, for
three different values of the Z ′ mass: 100 GeV, 500 GeV and 1 TeV.
The shape and relative size of the bounds can be understood by looking at the amplitude of the
processes, which are proportional to c2m2ψ/M
4
Z′ , where the coupling c ≡ dg/M2. For example, given a
M ′Z , for mψ = 10 GeV the bounds are approximately 10 times weaker than those for mψ = 100 GeV.
However, for mψ & 1 TeV the dark matter starts to be too heavy to be easily produced out of the 4
TeV protons, given the PDF suppression of the quarks and gluons; so the DM production is close to
7We took for the figure the illustrative case |XL −XR|g2X = 1. Results other values of the coupling are obtained by
a simple rescaling of the number of events.
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be kinematically closed. On the other hand, for example at mψ = 100 GeV, the bound for MZ′ = 100
GeV is around 25 (100) times stronger than the one corresponding to MZ′ = 500(1000) GeV.
MZ' = 100GeV
MZ' = 500GeV
MZ' = 1TeV
10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
10
1000
105
107
109
DM mass @GeVD
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2 d
g
Figure 7: 90% CL lower bounds on the quantity M2/dg as a function of the dark matter mass, for
MZ′ = 100 GeV (blue), 500 GeV (red) and 1 TeV (green). Based on the CMS analysis with collected
data using a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and a luminosity of 19.5/fb.
4.5 Constraints on the kinetic mixing
All through the analyses we considered a small kinetic mixing. However it can be interesting to check
to what extent this hypothesis is valid. Indeed, whereas it exists various constraints8 on δ (from
precision measurements, rare decay processes, ρ-parameter), a non-zero kinetic mixing generates new
annihilation diagrams (s−channel Z/Z ′ exchange), as represented in Fig.8, which could modify our
results9.
To test the validity of our approach, we extract from Eq.(3.11) an approximate solution for the gluonic
annihilation cross section (we ignore here the factors of XL −XR for simplicity):
〈σv〉GG '
d2g
M4
2g4X
pi
m6ψ
M4Z′
. (4.8)
Concerning the annihilation generated by the s−channel exchange of a Z/Z ′ through kinetic mixings
8The literature on the subject is very vast. We suggest for further reading [32, 33] for dark matter constraints, [34]
for LHC constraints, [35] for string motivations and [36] for other studies.
9In all our study we use the conventions described in [33].
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Figure 8: Example of ff¯ production, from a dark matter annihilation and via an s−channel Z/Z′ exchange.
(see Fig. 8), the expressions of the cross section can be found in [39] and approximated by:10
〈σv〉δ ' 16
pi
g2Xg
2δ2
m2ψ
M4Z′
, mψ < MZ
〈σv〉δ ' g
2
Xg
2δ2M4Z
pim2ψM
4
Z′
, mψ > MZ . (4.9)
We can then obtain the value of δ for which the process 〈σv〉δ dominates on 〈σv〉GG, invalidating our
analysis done by ignoring the kinetic mixing :
δ & dg
M2
gX
2
√
2g
m2ψ , mψ < MZ
δ & dg
M2
√
2gX
g
m4ψ
M2Z
, mψ > MZ (4.10)
which give for example for mψ = 200 GeV and gX = 0.1,
M2
dg
& 104δ GeV2. In other words, for values
of the coupling
dg
M2 . 10−4 × δ GeV −2, the annihilation processes induced by kinetic mixing begin to
compete with the gluonic final state. Another interesting point is that the conditions are independent
on the mass of the Z ′ as soon as we assume MZ′ MZ .
To confirm our conclusions, we made a numerical analysis, allowing a non–zero kinetic mixing. We
show in Fig.(9) the iso-curve for the branching ratio 〈σv〉ψψ→GG in the plane (δ; dg/M2) given by
our numerical analysis. We also draw the region allowed by WMAP at 5σ 11. We took MZ′ = 1
TeV, mψ = 200 GeV and gX = 0.1 but we checked that the result is generic for broad regions in
10These expressions are valid in the regime MZ′ > MZ but a similar analysis can be performed in the case MZ′ < MZ .
11The WMAP constraint is quite insensitive to δ in the range of values shown in Fig.(9), however for large δ and the
same set of parameters we used, the dependence on δ becomes significant.
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the parameter space12. We first notice that the region respecting the cosmological bounds lie in a
region where the gluonic fraction is largely dominant (over 90%). It is only for very high values of
δ ' 0.8 that the channel ψψ → Z/Z ′ → SM SM can contribute at a substantial level (' 10%) to the
relic density computation, confirming with a surprising accuracy our analytic results Eq.(4.10). Such
values for δ are already excluded by LEP experiments.
g = 0.1
Z’M = 1 TeV
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Figure 9: Gluonic branching fraction (blue line) of the annihilating dark matter in the plane (δ; dg/M2) allowed by
WMAP/PLANCK (red) data for a dark matter mass of 200 GeV, gX = 0.1 and MZ′= 1 TeV.
4.6 Summary of the various constraints
Now we can put together all the constraints we obtained on the parameter pair (mψ,
M2
dg
) to see
what are the new allowed regions in the parameter space. Superposing Fig.(4) and 7, we get a new
representation of those validity zones, as represented in Fig.(10).
As explained earlier, parameters are allowed to lie below the red/full lines (Overdensity of the uni-
verse), above the orange/full line (LHC bounds on monojets production). Since the whole study has
been released using effective dimension six operators generated by integrating out heavy fermions
loops, one has to check that the parameter range is still in the window where M  mψ. This is indi-
cated on Fig.(10) where we considered natural values of dg varying between 10
−2 and 1 (purple and
green/dashed line, respectively). Thus one can easily distinguish between the two regions mψ  M
(upper region) and mψ M (lower region).
12The helicity suppression of the dark matter annihilation into gluons plays an important role for this to happen.
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Figure 10: Experimental constraints on mψ and M2/dg parameters, including LHC and universe overdensity
constraints. Below the purple/dashed line M  mψ and the effective theory analysis we made is not valid.
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In the case where dg ∼ 10−2, it is important to notice that low values of the coupling constant
gX provide almost no validity region in the parameter space since parameters have to lie above the
purple/dashed line. On the other hand, for gX = 1 one can also notice that the allowed region is
much larger in the case of a heavy Z ′. The case dg ∼ 1 considerably relax the constraints since the
validity zones are almost in the region where mψ M (below the green/dashed line).
5 Z ′ annihilation into electroweak gauge bosons
In the same way the Z ′ boson couples to gluons via operators of dimension six, mediators with
electroweak quantum numbers can generate operators coupling the Z ′ boson to gauge bosons of the
SU(2)× U(1)Y electroweak sector. They can be parametrized as
L = 1
M2
{
DµθX
[
i(DνH)†(c1F˜Yµν + 2c2F˜
W
µν )H + h.c.
]
+ ∂mDmθX(d1T r(FY F˜Y ) + 2d2T r(FW F˜W )) + d′ew∂µDνθXTr(FµρF˜ ρν )
+ eewD
µθXTr(FνρDµF˜ ρν) + e′ewDµθXTr(FανDν F˜µα)
}
. (5.1)
These effective operators give contributions to Z ′ → ZZ, Z ′ → Zγ and Z ′ → γγ processes. We
neglected such operators until now, since they induce new free parameters in the model. They can
contribute to SM matter production in the universe, which in turn can slightly relax our previous
constraints on the parameter
dg
M2 .
Let us now consider the Z ′ couplings to electroweak gauge bosons coming from the dimension-six
operators ci and di in (5.1), by ignoring the others. The reason for ignoring the last ones d
′, e and e′
is the same as for the gluonic couplings. On the other hand, although beyond the goals of the present
paper, we believe that the operators ci are induced and do contribute in a computation with heavy
loop of mediators, provided that part of mediator masses come from couplings to the SM Higgs. The
interaction lagrangian of the couplings ci, di to the electroweak sector are then given by
 Z ′ → ZZ process :
∆LZ′→ZZ = gXmZv sin θW c1 + cos θW c2
M2
µνρσZ
′µZ0ν∂ρZ0σ
+ 2
sin2 θW d1 + cos
2 θW d2
M2
gX
µνρσ∂mZ ′m∂µZν∂ρZσ , (5.2)
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 Z ′ → Zγ process :
∆LZ′→Zγ = gXmZv sin θW c2 − cos θW c1
M2
µνρσZ
′µZν0∂ρAσ
+ 4gX sin θW cos θW
d2 − d1
M2
µνρσ∂mZ ′m∂µZν∂ρAσ , (5.3)
 Z ′ →W+W− process :
∆LZ′→W+W− = gXv c2M2Z
′µµνρσ mW (W ν−∂ρW+σ +W ν+∂ρW−σ)
+ 4
d2
M2
gX
µνρσ∂mZ ′m∂µW
+
ν∂ρW
−
σ , (5.4)
 Z ′ → γγ process :
∆LZ′→γγ = 2cos
2 θW d1 + sin
2 θW d2
M2
gX
µνρσ∂mZ ′m∂µAν∂ρAσ . (5.5)
These interaction terms give rise to the cross sections for the s-channel displayed in Appendix D. They
have to be added to the t-channel cross section. We can now add the resulting cross sections to the
one of gluons production to consider a more precise constraint about universe overdensity, which is
〈(σGG + σZZ + σZγ + σγγ + σW+W−)v〉s−channel + 〈σv〉t−channel > 〈σv〉thermal . (5.6)
Then, assuming for simplicity that all the couplings appearing in the different six-dimensional oper-
ators are equal to
dg
M2 , which is a very strong hypothesis of course, we can plot a new constraint on
this parameter, in a similar way we did before. This provides a new validity zone in the parameter
space, as represented in Fig.11 (in the case where MZ′ = 1TeV and gX = 1), in which we added the
electroweak processes to the gluon couplings of Section 3.
The resulting constraints are slightly relaxed, but the validity zones are not greatly enlarged,
as anticipated earlier. One notice that the behaviour of the cross sections around mψ = MZ′/2 is
modified here, compared to the gluon production process. This happens because the electroweak
gauge bosons W± and Z are massive, unlike the gluons. Thus the Landau-Yang theorem does not
apply and a real Z ′ can be created, relaxing the constraints on M2/dg parameter. Implications of
Landau-Yang theorem can yet be extended to express some constraints on what kind of CP even
operators can be written down to produce electro-weak gauge bosons; this has been done previously
for Z ′ → Z,Z process in [38]. Our results are in agreement with theirs in the form of operators and
resulting cross sections.
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Figure 11: Experimental constraints on the (M2/dg ,mψ) parameters, taking into account dark matter couplings to
all SM gauge bosons and assuming ci = di = dg .
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A Gauge independence and unitary gauge
In this Appendix we discuss the gauge independence of Z ′ induced effective couplings. In the Stueck-
elberg phase and after integrating out the heavy mediators, the effective action in Rξ gauges is
L = −1
4
(FZ
′
µν )
2 +
1
2
(∂µaX − gX
2
V Z ′µ)
2 − 1
2ξ
(∂µZ
′µ + ξ
gX
2
V aX)
2
+Z ′µΓ
µ(A) + aXΓa(A)−mψ(eiaX(XL−XR)/V ψ¯LψR + e−iaX(XL−XR)/V ψ¯RψL) . (A.1)
In (A.1), Γµ(A) describes the local (non-local) coupling between Z ′ and SM gauge fields generated
in the case where some heavy (light) fermions are charged under Z ′. Γa is the axionic coupling
generated in this case by the heavy set of mediator fermions cancelling an eventual gauge anomaly,
which captures the low-energy remnant of the heavy mediator fermions in the infinite mass limit.
Gauge invariance implies
∂µ Γ
µ(A) =
gX
2
V Γa(A) . (A.2)
At the abelian (three-point function) level, we can write
Γµ =
1
2
ΓµνρA
νAρ , Γa =
1
2
ΓaνρA
νAρ , (A.3)
where Aν denotes symbolically the SM gauge fields. As concrete examples, the operator Γa coupling
gluons to the axion is of the form Γa ∼  T r (GG˜) + 2 ∂µ Tr(GανDνG˜µα) for the operators induced
by chiral but anomaly-free set of heavy mediators in Section 2.1, whereas is of the form Γa ∼ T r (GG˜)
for the anomalous sets of fermion mediators considered in Section 2.2. In momentum space, the gauge
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invariance conditions for the three point function Z ′AA are
kν1 Γµνρ(ki) = 0 , k
ρ
2Γµνρ(ki) = 0
i(k1 + k2)
µΓµνρ(ki) =
gX
2
V Γaνρ(ki) . (A.4)
(A.5)
The Z ′ and axion propagators are
∆Z
′
µν(q) = −i
ηµν + (ξ − 1) qµqνq2−ξM2
Z′
q2 −M2Z′
, ∆aX (q) =
i
q2 − ξM2Z′
(A.6)
and the unitary gauge corresponds to the limit ξ →∞. Whereas the issue of gauge-fixing independence
can be discussed in more general terms, we prefer to analyse it in the relevant context for our work,
fermions- 2 SM gauge fields interactions mediated by the Z ′ exchange. In an arbitrary Rξ gauge,
there are two contributions: the Z ′ and the axionic exchange:
M = v¯(p2)(− igX
2
)[
XR +XL
2
γµ +
XR −XL
2
γµγ5]u(p1)
(
−i
ηµν + (ξ − 1) qµqνq2−ξM2
Z′
q2 −M2Z′
)
Γν
+v¯γ5(XL −XR)mψ
V
i
q2 − ξM2Z′
Γau(p1) , (A.7)
where Γν ,Γa are the three-point functions coming from the operators present in (A.1), q is the Z
′
virtual momentum and u(p), v(p) the Dirac spinors associated to the fermion (antifermion) Ψ coupling
to Z ′, to be identified with the Dark Matter candidate in our paper. By using Dirac equation for the
fermion Ψ and the gauge invariance condition (A.2) in momentum space −iqµΓµ(ki) = gX2 V Γa(ki),
with k1, k2 the momenta of the two gauge bosons in the final space, we find
M = v¯(p2)(− igX
2
)
[
XR +XL
2
γµ +
XR −XL
2
γµγ5
]
u(p1)
( −iΓµ
q2 −M2Z′
)
+ v¯(p2)γ5(XL −XR)mψ
V
i
q2 −M2Z′
Γau(p1) . (A.8)
As expected, due to gauge invariance, the ξ-dependence cancelled in the final result. Moreover, the
result can also be directly found in the unitary gauge with no axion field present. In this case, the
result is fully encoded in the unitary gauge computation
M = v¯(p2)(− igX
2
)
[
XR +XL
2
γµ +
XR −XL
2
γµγ5
]
u(p1)
(
−i
ηµν − qµqνM2
Z′
q2 −M2Z′
)
Γν . (A.9)
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Notice that in the unitary gauge the lagrangian can be expressed entirely in terms of
Z˜ ′µ = Z
′
µ −
2
gXV
∂µaX , Ψ˜L,R = e
− iaXV XL,R ΨL,R . (A.10)
Unitary gauge captures correctly the result in the infinite mass limit of the heavy fermions. For finite
masses, there are corrections which are not captured by the naive unitary gauge computation.
B Three-point gauge boson amplitude and gauge effective ac-
tion from heavy fermion loops: couplings to gluons
In the case of CP invariance, the three-point gauge boson amplitude can be generally be written as
[4]
Γµνρ = µνρα(A1k1α +A2k2α) +[
µναβ(B1k
ρ
1 +B2k
ρ
2) + 
µραβ(B3k
ν
1 +B4k
ν
2 )
]
k1αk2β , (B.1)
where Ai, Bi are Lorentz-invariant functions of the external momenta ki. The functions Ai which en-
code the generalized Chern-Simon terms (GCS) [4] are superficially logarithmically divergent, whereas
the functions Bi are UV finite. However, Ai are determined in terms of Bi by using the Ward identities,
which in case the heavy fermions form an anomaly-free set, are given by
kν1 Γµνρ = 0 → A2 = B3k21 +B4k1k2 ,
kρ2Γµνρ = 0 → A1 = B2k22 +B1k1k2 ,
−(k1 + k2)µΓµνρ = (A1 −A2) νραβkα1 kβ2 . (B.2)
The last current conservation is nontrivial in our case, since gauge invariance is realized through an
additional axionic coupling to gauge fields generated by heavy fermions, such that we find (A.4). After
comparison with (B.2), this implies
Γaνρ = −
2i
gXV
(A1 −A2) νραβ kα1 kβ2 . (B.3)
The situation here is different compared to the usual discussion of anomalies. The usual axionic
couplings compensating triangle gauge anomalies are generated by chiral and non-anomaly free set of
fermions. If the heavy fermions form an anomaly-free set, they do not generate such couplings, but
dimension six operators for gauge fields and dimension seven axionic couplings, which cancel between
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themselves their gauge variation. There are two contributions to Γµνρ. The first is the triangle loop
diagram with no chirality flip/mass insertions, given by
Γ(1)µνρ =
∑
i
tiaa
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
Tr
[
/p+ /k2
(p+ k2)2 −M2i
γρ
/p
p2 −M2i
γν
/p− /k1
(p− k1)2 −M2i
γµγ5
]
. (B.4)
where tiaa = Tr(XiT
aT a). There are also three other contributions with two mass insertions, of the
type
Γ(2)µνρ =
∑
i
tiaa
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
Tr
[
Mi
(p+ k2)2 −M2i
γρ
/p
p2 −M2i
γν
Mi
(p− k1)2 −M2i
γµγ5
]
+ · · · , (B.5)
where · · · denote two similar contributions with the mass insertions permuted among the three prop-
agators. By using a Feynman parametrization and after performing a shift of the momentum integral
p→ p+ βk1 − αk2, we find
Γ(1)µνρ = 2
∑
i
tiaa,L−R
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dβ
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
Nµνρ(p, ki)
[p2 + α(1− α)k22 + β(1− β)k21 + 2αβk1k2 −M2i ]3
,
(B.6)
where tiaa,L−R = Tr[(XL −XR)TaTa]i and where
Nµνρ(p, ki) = Tr {[/p+ β/k1 + (1− α)/k2]γρ[/p+ β/k1 − α/k2]γν [/p− (1− β)/k1 − α/k2]γµγ5} =
−Tr {/pγρ/p[(1− β)/k1 + α/k2]γµγ5}+ Tr {[β/k1 + (1− α)/k2]γρ/pγν/pγµγ5} (B.7)
+Tr {/pγρ[β/k1 − α/k2]γν/pγµγ5} − Tr {[β/k1 + (1− α)/k2]γρ[β/k1 − α/k2]γν [(1− β)/k1 + α/k2]γµγ5}
The first three terms in (B.7) contribute to the ambiguous Ai functions which will be however uniquely
determined by the Ward identities (B.2). The last one, on the other hand, is contributing to Bi and
equals
Tr {[β/k1 + (1− α)/k2]γρ[β/k1 − α/k2]γν [(1− β)/k1 + α/k2]γµγ5} =
−4i {[β(2α+ β − 1)k1ρ + α(2− 2α− β)k2ρ]µναβkα1 kβ2
−β[(1− β)k1µ + αk2µ]νραβkα1 kβ2 + β[(1− β)k1µ + αk2µ]ρµαβkα1 kβ2
−µνρα[β2k21 − α(1− α)k22 + (1− 2α)βk1k2][(1− β)kα1 + αkα2 ]} (B.8)
Integrating over the internal momentum p and over the Feynman parameters α, β one finally finds
Γ(1)µνρ = −
∑
i
itiaa,L−R
48pi2M2i
{(4k1 + k2)ρµναβ − (2k1 + 3k2)µνραβ + (2k1 + 3k2)νρµαβ}kα1 kβ2
+A− terms , (B.9)
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where the A terms in (B.1) are determined at the end by the Ward identity (B.2). The last step is
the symmetrization in the two gluonic legs, which leads to the final result
Γ(1)symm.µνρ = −
∑
i
itiaa,L−R
48pi2M2i
{(7k1 + 3k2)ρµναβ − 5(k1 + k2)µνραβ + (3k1 + 7k2)νρµαβ}kα1 kβ2
+ · · · = −
∑
i
itiaa,L−R
12pi2M2i
{(−k1ρµναβ + 2(k1 + k2)µνραβ − k2νρµαβ}kα1 kβ2 + A− terms , (B.10)
where in order to find the last line we used the identities
(νραβkµ1 + 
ρµαβkν1 + 
µναβkρ1) k1αk2β = 
µνρα(k21k2α − k1k2k1α) ,
(νραβkµ2 + 
ρµαβkν2 + 
µναβkρ2) k1αk2β = 
µνρα(k1k2k2α − k22k1α) . (B.11)
The contribution with two mass insertions Γ
(2)
µνρ are easily seen to give terms correcting the coefficients
Ai in (B.1). As such, they are fixed by the Ward identities (B.2). The complete three-point function,
including the Ai coefficients defined in (B.1), is then given by
ΓOµνρ = −
∑
i
itiaa,L−R
12pi2M2i
{[2(k1 +k2)µνραβ−k1ρµναβ−k2νρµαβ ]kα1 kβ2 +µνραk1k2(k2−k1)α} . (B.12)
Notice that (B.12) can be cast in the general form (B.1). Indeed, by using identities of the type (B.11),
one can also write
ΓOµνρ =
∑
i
itiaa,L−R
12pi2M2i
{[(3k1ρ+2k2ρ)µναβ+(2k1ν+3k2ν)ρµαβ ]kα1 kβ2 +µνρα[(2k21+3k1k2)kα2−(2k22+3k1k2)kα1 ]} ,
(B.13)
from which the coeff. Ai, Bi in (B.1) can be readily identified. The final result for the Z
′ couplings is
then described by the operator
O = g
2
3
24pi2
∑
i
Tr
(
(XL −XR)TaTa
M2
)
i
[
∂µDµθXT r(GG˜)− 2DµθXTr(GανDνG˜µα)
]
. (B.14)
The antisymmetric part of (B.9), which is relevant if one replaces Z ′ by another gluon, can be shown
to vanish, by using the identities (B.11). Therefore, one-loops of heavy mediators do not generate
triple SM gauge boson vectors operators of the type (2.16) and there are no new phenomenological
constraints coming from purely SM contact operators.
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C Vanishing of the operator T r(FXFSM F˜SM) and a useful iden-
tity.
Here we show that the operator T r(FXFSM F˜SM ) is identically zero. The proof is the same for any
SM gauge field, so we consider the gluons for definiteness. In the unitary gauge, the Z ′-gluon-gluon
vertex coming from this operator is proportional to
1
M2
λνρσ(∂µZ
′
ν∂
µGAλ ∂ρG
A
σ − ∂µZ ′ν∂λGAµ ∂ρGAσ − ∂νZ ′µ∂µGAλ ∂ρGAσ + ∂νZ ′µ∂λGAµ ∂ρGAσ ) (C.1)
In momentum space, denoting by k1, k2 the momenta of the two gluons, the linearized (abelian) Z
′GG
vertex, after symmetrization of the two gluons, is given by
Γµνρ = νρστk1τk
µ
2 k
σ
2 + 
νρµσ(k1k2k1σ − k21k2σ) + ρµστk1νk1σkτ2 − νµστk1ρk1σkτ2 . (C.2)
Its vanishing can be seen by starting from the identity
(νρστkµ3 + 
ρµστkν3 + 
µνστkρ3) k
σ
2 k
τ
1 = 
µνρτ (k2k3k1τ − k1k3k2τ ) . (C.3)
The identity is actually valid for any vector k3, that can be chosen, as in (B.11), to be one of the
gluon momenta k1,2, or the Z
′ momentum k3 = −(k1 + k2).
If the linearized abelian part of the operator vanishes, it has to completely vanish because of gauge
invariance.
D The s and t-channel dark matter annihilation cross sections
D.1 The s-channel electroweak annihilation cross sections into electroweak
gauge bosons
The interaction terms of coeff. ci, di in (5.1) give rise to the following cross sections for the s-channel
 Z ′ → ZZ process :
σψDM ,ψDM→Z,Z =
(
sin θW c1 + cos θW c2
M2
)2 v2g4X (s− 4m2Z)
(M2Z′ − s)2 +M2Z′Γ(Z ′)2
√
s− 4m2Z
s− 4m2ψ
×
M4Z′(s− 4m2Z)(X2L +X2R)(2m2ψ + s) +m2ψ(XL −XR)2(6m2Z(s−M2Z′)2 − 3M4Z′(s− 4m2Z))
768piM4Z′s
,
(D.1)
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 Z ′ → γZ process :
σψDMψDM→γZ =
θ(s−m2Z)g4X
Γ(Z ′)2M2Z′ + (M
2
Z′ − s)2
√
s
s− 4m2ψ
×
(
sin2 θW cos
2 θW
(d2 − d1)2
M4
m2ψ(XL −XR)2(s−m2Z)3(s−M2Z′)2
4piM4Z′
+ v2
(sin θW c2 − cos θW c1)2
M4
×
(m2Z − s)3
(
M4Z′(2m
2
ψ + s)(m
2
Z + s)(X
2
L +X
2
R) +m
2
ψ(XL −XR)2
(−6m2ZM2Z′s+ 3m2Zs2 − 3M4Z′s))
768piM4Z′s
3
− mZv (sin θW c2 − cos θW c1)(d2 − d1)
M4
× m
2
ψ(XL −XR)2(s−m2Z)3(s−M2Z′)2
8piM4Z′
)
, (D.2)
 Z ′ → γγ process :
σψDMψDM→γγ =
(cos2 θW d1 + sin
2 θW d2)
2
M4
(−s+M2Z′)2
(−s+M2Z′)2 +M2Z′Γ(Z ′)2
g4Xm
2
ψs
2(XL −XR)2
32piM4Z′
√
s
s− 4m2ψ
.
(D.3)
Notice the vanishing of the cross-section for the on-shell Z ′ case s = M2Z′ , in agreement with
the Landau-Yang theorem [37].
 Z ′ →W+W− process :
σψDMψDM→W+W− =
θ(s− 4m2W )
(
s− 4m2W
)3/2
g4X(
Γ2M2Z′ + (M
2
Z′ − s)2
)√
s− 4m2ψ
×
( d2
M2
)2m2ψs (M2Z′ − s)2 (XL −XR)2
16piM4Z′
+
( c2
M2
)( d2
M2
)vmW (M2Z′ − s)2 (m2ψ(XL −XR)2)
16piM4Z′
+
( c2v
M2
)2 ( (s− 4m2W )(X2L +X2R)(2m2ψ + s)
384pis
+
m2ψ(XL −XR)2(6m2W (s−M2Z′)2 − 3M4Z′(s− 4m2W ))
384piM4Z′s
))
.
(D.4)
D.2 The t-channel dark matter annihilation into Z ′Z ′
We give here the exact formula of the t-channel process cross-section as a function of the center of
mass energy squared s :
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〈σv〉t−ch. = g
4
Xv
1024pi2M4Z′s
√
s− 4M2Z′
s− 4m2ψ
{−2m2ψ(4M2Z′ − s)(XL −XR)4 − 8M4Z′ (X4L +X4R)
+
8 coth−1
(
2M2
Z′−s√
(s−4m2ψ)(s−4M2Z′ )
)
(2M2Z′ − s)
√
(s− 4m2ψ)(s− 4M2Z′)
×
[
m4ψ
(
2M4Z′(3XL −XR)(XL +XR)2(XL − 3XR) + 4M2Z′s(XL −XR)4 − s2(XL −XR)4
)
+ 2m2ψM
2
Z′
(
4M4Z′
(−2X4L +X3LXR − 2X2LX2R +XLX3R − 2X4R)+ s2(XL −XR)2 (X2L +X2R)
+ 2M2Z′s
(−3X4L + 4X3LXR + 2X2LX2R + 4XLX3R − 3X4R))+ 2M4Z′ (4M4Z′ + s2) (X4L +X4R)]
− 4M
4
Z′
m2ψ (s− 4M2Z′) +M4Z′
[
m4ψ
(
X2L − 6XLXR +X2R
)2
+ 2m2ψ
(
M2Z′
(−3X4L + 6X3LXR + 2X2LX2R + 6XLX3R − 3X4R)+ s (X2L −X2R)2)+ 2M4Z′ (X4L +X4R)]}
(D.5)
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